
Kanagawa sightseeing charm creation conference
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The Japanese traditional martial art iai-giri (instantaneous drawing of sword and cutting) program of 
the SAMURAI Project is a valuable cultural experience in which participants learn the lessons of zen 
from a priest of a historical temple in Kamakura, practice with an instructor using a wooden sword, 
and after that, try drawing a real Japanese sword and cutting with the sword. It is a precious 
experience in which you can touch a real Japanese sword, which is one of the symbols of Japanese 
culture and samurai, at the birthplace of the Kamakura Shogunate.
How about trying SAMURAI experience at the nature-rich historical temple in Kamakura?

＜Upper-class / Japanese Culture＞

Address

Opening Hours

Availability of Parking

URL

Kamakura City (At a temple which is normally closed to the public)

ー      *Please check the homepage for details.

Available (Subject to fees)

https://www.samurai-pj.com/

2018.1

Start Yokohama Station (Keikyu Line)

Time Required 9 hours

Goal Yokohama Station (JR Line)

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Egara Tenjin Shrine

Access

*For reservation and inquiries including 
access, please check the homepage.

Keikyu Line [Yokohama Station] +++ Keikyu Line[Misakiguchi 
Station] === (Bus) === Hikibashi・・・Koajiro Forest (Stroll 
around: about 60 min.) ・・・Seabornia Marina (Sagami Bay 
Cruise: 30 min.)・・・Aburatsuboiriguchi === (Bus: 90 min.) 
=== Riviera Zushi Marina-mae・・・Zushi Marina (Lunch: 60 
min.) === Riviera Zushi Marina-mae === (Bus: 40 min.) === 
Hase Kannon Temple・・・Kamakura Noh Theatre (Enjoy a 
noh performance)・・・Enoden Line [Hase Station] +++ (40 
min.) +++ JR Line [Kitakamakura Station]・・・Engakuji Temple 
Kigenin (Iai experience and experience of wearing a bustle 
dress)・・・Japanese tea ceremony at  Yamada Sohen-ryu 
Fushinan (Lecture and Dinner, reservation required)・・・JR 
Line [Kamakura Station] +++ JR Line [Yokohama Station]

Specific Model Route Details

Individual

selling point Valuable experience of practicing Zen meditation and touching a real Japanese sword at a historical Zen temple.

2287
Tourist Attraction No.

Yokosuka &
Miura

Kamakura City

Explanation of
 Tourist Attraction

All year

Individual

Recommended Season

Group/Individual Mark

Europe, North America, OceaniaTarget Regions

Sugimoto Temple
The temple is the first fudasho (pilgrim 
place) of the Kamakura/Bando Sanjusan 
Kannon Reijo (33 Kannon temples 
pilgrimage course) and is the oldest  
temple in Kamakura. Many Buddhas 
such as Migawari-jizo-son and 
Amashogun-jizo-son are enshrined.

Be a SAMURAI

SAMURAI Project

The shrine was build in 1104. Sugawara no 
Michizane is enshrined. The main building of 
the shrine was constructed by Minamoto no 
Yoritomo at around the opening of the 
Kamakura Shogunate. The current main 
building was constructed during the 
Muromachi period. The shrine is designated as  
an Important Cultural Property.


